THIRD COMMITTEE: COMMERCIAL POLICY

SUB-COMMITTEE A (ARTICLES 16 AND 17)

AGENDA FOR FOURTH MEETING

Thursday, 18 December, 4.00 p.m.

(Note: References are to items in Revised Annotated Agenda, Section A, document E/CONF.2/C.3/6)

I. Note to be appended to Article 16 (see text of Note appended to Article 16, Geneva Draft, and of Note Ad Article 1 (3) General Agreement - circulated separately).

II. Article 17 - Reduction of Tariffs and Elimination of Preferences

1. Initiation of and participants in negotiations
   Item 25 - Argentina (first part ending with the words "...the other Members...").
   Item 26 - Uruguay (first sentence).
   Item 27 - Mexico (first amendment).
   Item 28 - Haiti (first sentence).
   Item 33 - Peru and Uruguay

2. Purpose of Negotiations
   Item 25 - Argentina (second part beginning with the word "...negotiations...").
   Item 27 - Mexico (second amendment beginning with the word "...conclusion..." and third amendment beginning with the words "...in order to secure...").
   Item 40 - Philippines.